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IPS counterintelligence report 

Newark: Anatomy of a Race Riot 
Grid of an Anglo-American SS Exercise 

in Population Control 

NEWARK, Sept. 14 (IPS) - The National Caucus of 
Labor Committees Security and Intelligence units have 
established that the three days of sporadic violence that 
"erupted" in the Puerto Rican ghetto of this city's North 
Ward last week were planned months in advance and 
staged under the direct supervision of Rockefeller's 
Anglo-American SS. An international network of intelli
gence agencies, major corporations, psychiatric insti
tutes, and news services were tied into this brutal experi
ment in psychological warfare. 

No law enforcement official, politician, or journalist 
can . read this report without shedding the illusion that 
the spate of riots predicted for this fall by Rockefeller 
newspapers like the CIA's New York Times are "spon
taneous," not the direct consequence of Rockefeller 
marching orders. 

The Structure of Control 

Through clinical work done at major social science 
laboratories (i.e., the Institute of Social Research at the 
University of Michigan, the Tavistock Institute in 
England) and tested on a large scale in cities throughout 
North America, the CIA/LEAA has developed a para
digm for conducting planned race riots. Before. 
developing the particular case of Newark, so there are no 

blocks in identifying these bastards wherever they tum 

up, a brief profile of the agent-types deployed in these 
operations is appropriate. 

Begin with the fact that the CIA/LEAA, by the nature 
of its work, is forced to recruit from a category of people 
who by definition have given up their humanity in favor 
of the "security" of having Mother CIA (or some surro
gate mother agency) protect them. Begin with that 
common, fatal character flaw - and the different cate
gories of agents is straightforward to distinguish. (In 
fact, the critical question becomes merely whether the 
act of surrender was a conscious decision or the result of 
some form of behavior modification/�rainwashing.) 

The poverty pimp/community organizer type is the 

latter-day judenraten ( "Jewish Councils" - the Jews in 

the Warsaw ghetto who, out of fear for their own lives, 

took responsibility for keeping their comrades in lines, 

patrolling the slave-labor camps, following Nazi orders). 

These judenraten serve the Rockefeller family under the 
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pathetic delusion that they "serve the community." In 

every city in the U . S. - in every ethnic enclave - a now 

deeply entrenched network of such scum plays a key role 
as first approximations of a self-policing apparatus: 

pushing drugs through methadone and detoxification 

centers; pushing racialist beliefs from poverty agencies. 

community groups, and local churches; keeping a 

stranglehold on any potential or emerging revolutionary 

leadership within their districts. 
Do not be fooled by their rhetoric or apparent sincerity 

of feeling. These racist hustlers who fill a critical func· 

tion as provocateurs and spokesmen around whom the 

most psychotic and demoralized elements of any group 
can be consolidated, at least momentarily. 

Given that these poverty pimps crumble into the most 

insecure, cringing infants when isolated or exposed, the 
LEA A has created another network of clinically brain
washed "zombies," mass-produced in drug clinics. 

behavior-modification programs and hospitals (veterans 

hospitals are especially useful, given the military training 

common to all their patients.) In most cases consolidated 

into tight groups (street gangs, so-called "radical" orga· 

nizations, an underground "terrorist" groups, all black 

and other nationalist groups), these faceless, mindless 

former human beings are completely dominated by 

control agents (in some cases the poverty pimps already 

described). Brainwashed by some variation on the 

community-control racialist belief structure at the core 
of all bourgeois neuroses, they can be deployed as scabs, 

thugs, terrorists. They will perform these assignments in 

states of semi-stupor (if they have undergone a heavy 

program of behavior modification) or outright psychotic 

hysteria (if they have been SUbjected to attack therapy 

programming) . 

In every city of significant size or importance, the 

Rockefeller forces have deployed at least one - usually 

more than one - cabal field officer who self-consciously 

identifies with the Anglo-American SS and its political 

objectives. Look for him or her in some appointed posi

tion in government or industry; a background in the 

military or politics; or tenure at some well-known uni

versity. These slick operatives generally stay in the back-

ground, invariably winding up in key decision-making 

positions whenever a crisis is precipitated. 
The field officer can be easily detected. Just beneath 
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the �urface of a cultivated persona is an infantile ego. 

cnthralled by its own self-importance. secretly longing to 

IT\eal its true identity. yet caught in'the schizophrenic 
trap of having to keep it to itself. Scratch the surface of 

his ego. question his macho identity - and the persona 
hegins to crack. 

A new type of police officer had to be created, more in 

line with the low-intensity psychological control at the 

center of Rockefeller's Anglo-American SS game-plan. 

The new cop - trained as a "Community Relations" 

onicer through a program of sensitivity sessions and 

courses in behavioral sciences - is himself brain

washed. Beneath the blue blazer is a psychotic killer, 

ready to move with precision against the community 

(particularly communist organizers). he has been pro

grammed to hate. 

On top of the new police bureaucracy are a core of 

individuals who, like the field operatives, know whence 

their orders come. Trained at a consortium of universi

ties set up by the LEAA, they are the administrators of 

the new National Gestapo, deploying their forces on the 

basis of the political criteria laid down by the cabal. 

In every city in the U.S. this core of agent-types makes 

up a hierarchy astride an environment they are trained to 

control. With access to funds and to the whole network 

of Rockefeller-controlled media. these agents at the top 
effectively are in a position to play out any number of 

variations on a controlled situation, each of which leads 
to the result of racial conflagration. 

Vietnamization 

Newark was targeted in the mid-1960s as the testing 

ground in the advanced capitalist sector for the methods 
of political warfare employed against the peasant 

populations of Southeast Asia. Those methods of low

intensity counterinsurgency were pioneered by British 

military intelligence onicers like Brigadier General 

Frank Kitson. 

While serving in Kenya in the 1950s during the Mau 

Mau uprising, Kitson played a key role in clUshing the 

rebels by recruiting natives loyal to the government into a 

rival gang of counterinsurgent "insurgents." While mas
querading as revolutionaries, Kitson's countergang 

played on those very ideological tlaws (customs, super

stitions) that kept the population enslaved. 

Kitson's Gangs and Countergallgs was the handbook 

for the CIA's creation of Imamu Baraka's Temple of 

Kawaida in Newark following the 1967 riots. 

Kitson's tiled experiments - which the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency tested in Vietnam before "bringing 

the war back home" to Newark - were the practical 

application of the psychological-warfare theories of Dr. 
John Rawlings Rees. Rees was a founder of the criminal 

Ta\'i�tock Institute in England (set up in the I 920s with 
HOl'kefeller Foundation funds). which has devoted 50 

years of psychological research to perfecting techniques 

of mass brainwashing. The Institute of Social Research, 

Kurt Lewin's National Training Laboratories, the 

Alinsky Institute - all are the offspring of Tavistock, 

As head of the Psychiatric Division of the British army 

during World War II, Rees led the team of psychiatrists 

that interrogated Nazi leader Rudolph Hess, Ress' own 

fascist ideology was so overt that Hess later wrote: "John 

Rees was the only man I met in England who really 

understood me." 
As President of the World Institute of Mental Health 

(also set up with monies from Rockefeller foundations) 

Rees developed on every continent a network of psycho

logists, psychiatrists, and doctors doing in-depth studies 

of local ideologies and customs for use by the CIA and 

the rest of the American SS in formulating precise 

psychological warfare. It was directly through Rees' 

efforts that the "Seven-Headed Cobra" brainwashed 

belief structure of Kawaida Ministers Karenga [an 

exposed police agent and hired killer who assassinated 

West Coast members of the Black Panther Party] and 

Baraka (as well as the late Symbionese Liberation Army) 

was d�veloped. The CIA's use of Rees' techniques of 

exploiting neuroses, especially racism, to set up self

policing mechanisms was applied directly to Newark. 

To exacerbate and institutionalize the neurotic divi
sions between Newark's black and white workers, the 

CIA sent in an agent for several weeks in the spring of 

1968. Ironically, the agent, who during his stay had the 

power to command the local police as well as Baraka and 

Imperiale, used the cover name "John Rees. " 

By the time "John Rees" left Newark in 1968, the 

brainwashing of Leroi Jones Baraka was complete, and 

the countergang dynamic between the black nationalist 

Kawaida group and Anthony Imperiale's white vigilantes 

was in motion. A proposal was submitted to government 

officials in Washington calling for the funding of 

community "peace" patrols. fully equipped with 

weapons, patrol cars, and communication systems. 
Although "Rees' " proposal was not immediately acted 

upon, within two years eight cities around the count!'y, 

including Newark, were being funded to set up their own 

community gestapo networks under the so-called Hi

Impact Anti-Crime Program within the newly-created 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

Rocky's Big-House Slave 

In order to maintain tight control over Operation 
Newark after "Rees' " departure,Prudential Life Insur

ance Company instructed special Vice-President [in 

charge of counterinsurgency] Donald S. McNaughton to 
establish the Newark Urban Coalition (UC) as a clearing 

house and funding conduit for CIA activities in the city. 

In May 1968 McNaughton appointed Gustav 
Heninghurg to head up the Uc. 
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Heningburg's major qualitication for the job was that 

he had served in the U ,S. Army's Counterintelligence 

Corps in Newark functioning as a special agent and Assis

tant Operations Officer. He is black, which gives him 

access to the entire political terrain, and unquestionably 

loyal to master Rockefeller. Heningburg is now a 

member of the Commission on Critical Choices, Rocke

feller's world government think-tank - a position he 

earned by overseeing a reign of terror that has virtually 

paralyzed the city's population. 

Just as the major industrialists of Weimar Germany 

financed the consolidation of a fascist infrastructure 

around Hitler, funds we�e readily available for Newark's 

double-edged fascist front (Imperiale and Baraka). As a 

starter fund Prudential handed over $75, 000 to Baraka. 

That seed money, along with the massive funds that were 

to follow from the OEO, HUD, the LEAA, from the 

Rockefeller, Ford and other foundations, was intended 

for the filling out of the fascist infrastructure. But first, 

certain preconditions had to be established. 

Between 1968 and 1970 brute force methods were used 

to crush the deeply entrenched Democratic machine of 

then-Mayor Hugh Addonizio. The Newark Teachers 

Union was next. From above, Heningburg's Urban 

Coalition provided the barrage of propaganda to cover 

the hooligan activities of Baraka's "simbas" - lumpen

ized ghetto youth recruited into John Rees' Kawaida 

belief structure. At the same time, the counterforce of 

Imperiale's race-mongering neatly turned every signi

ficant question of working-class survival into a black/ 

white pseudo-issue. 

With one foot in the door, by 1970 the Anglo
American SS began to pour funds into Newark, building 

the actual machinery of an alternative fascist governing 

structure. 

The NIMH (National Institute of Mental Health) 

financed a Multi-Phasic Drug Program that centralized 

control over a potential scab-labor force of thousands of 

addicts, either chemically "hooked" on methadone or 

psychologically broken by aversive therapy (as developed 

at Tavistock). Baraka stooge Donald Tucker was placed 

in charge of this operation. 

Through his World Institute of Mental Health Rees 
had created an international network of psychiatric 

troubleshooters, trained in population control. His 

ambition was to set up outposts in every community in 

order to sustain the completely controlled environment. 

Out of the New Jersey College of Medicine and Dentistry, 

community mental health centers were set up in every 

ghetto in Newark, providing drugs and other forms of 

"therapy, " funneling people into the drug rehabilitation 

maze, maintaining a psychological profile of every 

neighborhood, engaging in actual brainwashing. 

In 1968 the Federal Law enforcement Assistance 

Administration was established with funding conduits in 
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every state. Through the LEAA a national gestapo was to 

be created as a replacement for the highly inefficient 

city-county-state system of police departments. 

Operating on another principle developed by Kitson and 

fellow British Intelligence office Robert Thompson, the 

first line of defense against crime and subversion was to 

be the community itself, organized into blockwatchers, 

vigilantes, and paramilitary groups. Directly above that, 

a highly trained mobile counterinsurgency police force 

well versed in Reesian psychology was to be provided 

with the most developed "low-intensity" weapons 
systems. 

Through the LEAA a pilot Hi-Impact Anti-Crime 

Program provided Newark with $9 million to create a 
police network that would reach into every pore of the 

city. 

At every housing project, salaried Tenants Patrols 

were provided with uniforms and weapons. Baraka's 

NewArk School was funded to give residential training 

for blockwatchers; training which consisted in brain

washing indoctrination in the Seven-Headed belief 

structure of community control. 
At the other end, the oldtimers within the Police 

Department itself were being squeezed out and replaced 

by a new generation of college-trained counterinsur

gents - community relations experts who would self

consciously carry out the building of a single, Anglo

American worldwide police machine. And for a small 

elite Tactical Squad, the most sophisticated forms of riot 

training and equipment were provided. 

Riot Plans 

By the beginning of the summer, 1974,a core group 

of Rockefeller field hands had been installed in key posi

tions in Newark's political structure, so effectively that a 

series of contingency plans for riots in the city at the end 



Ilf !hc su�mcr l'Ollld be prepared with an almost 100 per 

ccnt probabili ty of success. 

July 6 Hubert Williams. the head of the city's Hi

Impa ct Program . was appointed by Mayor Kenneth 
Gibson as the new Police Director. A graduate of the 

Harvard School of Criminal Justice. a key training 

ground for junior officers in the Anglo-American SS, 

Williams was well suited to the job of creating what he 

described in his acceptance speech as a "quasi-military" 

organization. Within a week of his swearing-in, Williams 

had brought Newark into the LEAA's $2.9 million ,com

puterized communication system, instituted special 

police "decoy and disguise" squads, and set the Hi

Impact blockwatcher program on a fully operational 
footing, pending the arrival of funds from Trenton. 

The last vestiges of potential old-guard resistance to 

overt counterinsurgency low-intensity operations were 

purged from positions of power within the police bureau

cracy. Rocco Paradiso, a close ally of Imperiale, was 

transferred out of his position as head of the Special 

Squad Division in the Detective Bureau. He was replaced 

by Roland Michael, whose training in police-community 

relations. sociology, and psychology at four universities 

speaks for itself. 
August 24 Reverend Alphonso Roman, a candidate 

last fall on Baraka's Unity Movement slate, was ap

pointed as head of the New Jersey Puerto Rican Con

gress. an umbrella agency for Puerto Rican community 

groups throughout the state. tied directly into the LEAA 

through the Rutgers Labor Relations Institute. 

Another Baraka supportcr in the Puerto Rican ghetto. 

I{amon Rivera. had been showcred with federal funds to 

�ct up aYE. a S panish -language daycare program. 

I{ivcra's political baptis m was documcntcd by the Labor 

Committees a year ago in thc pamphlet Papa Doc 
/Jaraka - Fascism ill Ne\\'ark, I n I \)6H Rivera was a 

gutter scum hcading up a gang of lumpenized Puerto 

Rican youth. At that time he was paid off by Heningburg 

and Baraka to terrorize the United Community Corpora

tion directors into resigning. The aYE project was part 

of his reward for services rendered. 
Maintaining a safe distance from the "revolutionary" 

Baraka, Heningburg developed the core of his own net

work of "respectable" operatives among the city's Latin 

population. In doing so he created yet another layer of 

Kitson-style countergangs, which give the false impres

sion of representing the divided interests of the older, 

more settled Latins (groups like FOCUS, rooted in the 

city's Democratic Party and the soon-to-be-formed 

Hispanic Emergency Council) as against the younger, 

more militant elements (the Baraka-Revolutionary 
Union-Puerto Rican Socialist Party-Anti-Police 

Repression Coalition). 

An employee of the Urban Coalition named Zambrano 

was primed by Heningburg to emerge as key negotiator 

during the "r� 
---.... 

Final Alterations 

The following section lays out the details of how
· 

the 

riot plan was activated. Only one significant alteration in 

the scenario had to be accomplished. During the early 

weeks of the summer the black nationalist zombie 

operation of Papa Doc Baraka had been undergoing a 

face lifting. 

At the May 25 African Liberation Day Conference 

(ALDC) in Atlanta, Georgia, a faction fight had been 

staged - one of the CIA's favorite devices for 

redeploying badly tarnished counterinsurgents - which 

resulted in half of the ALDC member groups burning 
their dashikis and taking up the banner of "Marxism

Leninism-Mao Thought. " 

This alteration in belief structure enabled Baraka's 

brainwashed zombies to be integrated into a broader 

countergang including the predominantly white, 

nominally Marxist Revolutionary Union without causing 

major short-circuiting of the Prudential Life Insurance 

Company computer. 

The Revolutionary Union (RU), itself a product of the 

Tavistock mill, was set up in 1968 in order to channel the 

most alienated elements within the counterculture 
student movement into a number of police-controlled 

operations (RUers selected out for their extreme 
fetishism of violence were sent into the Symbionese 

Liberatio� Army. Petrified of workers, overtly racist, the 

average
. 
RU recruit is programmed to become a raving 

psychottc macho through the use of Maoist phrases (an 

actual belief structure based on complete submission to 

"the people") in Reesian attack group sessions. That 

machismo is the necessary cover for fear of the very 

groups he is programmed to support - third world 
liberation movements and workers' struggles. 
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Activating 
In order to create the minimum popular motion 

necessary to spark a riot. a psychological climate of 
tension and frustration in the city was required. In 
Boston, Baltimore, and a number of other places around 
the country, the LEAA had been priming a crisis around 
the busing-school desegregation issue due to explode 
with the opening of school in the fall. No su"ch busing 

. issue existed in Newark. 
At the beginning of the summer, the Gibson ad

ministration planted a time bomb. The Neighborhood 
Youth Corp Program, which hires high school-aged 
youth for summer employment, over-extended its hiring 
quota. As a result, August 12 the administrators an- -
nounced that due to an accounting error, 1 1,000 em
ployees would be immediately fired - three weeks before 
the program was to end. In a city in which unem
ployment among youth in the labor market runs higher 
than SO per cent, the move was guaranteed to generate a 
massive outcry. 

A series of protests and demonstrations· began - the 
CAP (Congress of African Peoples)-RU-PSP im
mediately moved in. �mploying a tactic that the RU 
zombies used during the recent strike of Baltimore 
sanitation workers, the countergangs led a crowd of 200 
hysterical high school youth on a garbage-dumping spree 
in the Newark City Council Chambers August 20. Fifty
six arrests ensued. Under confined circumstances, most 
of the ingredients necessary to provoke a full-blown riot 
had been tested out, and t�e �eighborhood Youth Corp 
swindle was still an open wound which the CIA prepared 
to turn into a running sore. 

The Flnt Provocation 

The annual Labor Day Puerto Rican festival, held in 
Branchbrook Park in the North Ward [see map] was 
targeted by the CIA-LEAA as the kickoff point for the 
actual riot. Despite his performance at City Hall, Baraka 
was still too much of a liability (following Labor Com-

o mittee exposure of his CIA connections) to permit an 
overt racial flare-up to be ignited in the black Central 
Ward. The city's Puerto Rican population, largely 
concentrated in a ghetto area bordering both the white 
North Ward and the Central Ward, was a prime 
alternate target. 

The morning of the picnic, the city police and the 
Baraka-RU-PSP countergang were deployed. The 
former began petty harassment in (he Puerto Rican 
ghetto. The latter distributed a leaflet throughout the 
city reminding people of the recent Youth Corp swindle. 
But it was up to the Essex County Park Police to set the 
riot in motion. 

Sept. 1, 1500 hours - At 1500 hours Sept. 1, with no 
provocation from the crowd of 6.000-10,000 that had 
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gathered in the park. the County Police moved in to 
break up a crap game, their horses trampling picnickers 
in the process. (Anyone with the vaguest idea of the 
quality of cultural life in Newark can appreciate the 
absurdity of using a crap game in the park as a kickoff 
point for a gambling cleanup campaign.) The aura of 
tension had been created hours earlier when Park Police 
had distributed a leaflet demanding that the "dirty 
Puerto Ricans" keep the park clean. 

Within an hour of the initial outburst of fighting 
between police and picnickers, Mayor Gibson set up a 
command post at a nearby restaurant, soliciting the aid 
of Senator Imperiale. Imperiale's presence was 
calculated to provoke the crowd further. He and Gisbon 
set in motion the countergang dynamic that was used .at 
every ebb-point during the riot to create false conflict 
and thus rekindle the fires. At every critical point a new 
element was added - but the essential dynamic, 
creating a controlled environment in which every 
alternative course of action would play into the CIA's 
hands, remained the same throughout. 

Sept. 1, 2100 hours In the first ebb, although three 
police cars had been set on fire earlier in the day.by 2100 

hours the crowd had dwindled to a few hundred engaged 
in a standoff with the pol,ice, who were in a phalanx 
formation three deep armed with shotguns on Park 
Avenue. At that juncture the crowd could have been 
convinced readily to disperse. Instead Gibson and 
Imperiale stepped in. Imperiale insisted that the Mayor 
call in more cops to bust the crowd up. Gibson 
responded: "No. we must negotiate." Calling for 
community leaders to step forward, Gibson led the 
remaining crowd on a march through downtown to City 
Hall. The effect was to reconsolidate the rapidly 
dissolving crowd into a tightly knit body. and to regroup 
that body in the middle of the city. 

Countergangs on Call 

Wind of the disturbances reached the next layer of 
countergangs - the Revolutionary Union and Congress 
of African Peoples (CAP). Not coincidentally they had 
been agitating since the beginning of summer against 
"police brutality." They immediately deployed their 
forces downtown to infiltrate the crowd. initiating their 
now-famous tactic of throwing garbage. 

Sept. 1, 2300 hours The CAP-RU intervention was 
ineffective until another element was introduced. By 
2300 hours Sept. 1 the crowd tension began to subside 
for the second time. This time tension was reactivated 
when Gibson and Santurino Romero of FOCUS 
(Gibson's community representative in the initial 
negotiations) emerged from City Hall and told the crowd 
that no progress could be made that night and that 
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everyone should go home until the next day. Police 
moved in to disperse the crowd, all but 150 people went 
home. Those who remained began to march north on 
Broad Street, carrying red flags provided by the Maoist 
countergangs. Ten to twelve police cars prominently 
displaying shotguns pushed the crowd north. At this 
juncture the police were prepared fully to activate the 
riot plans. All major roads leading into the city were 
sealed off. However, the crowd mood was not yet at the 
appropriate level. Minor scuffling broke out when they 
reached Washington Park at the edge of the downtown 
area. Thirty police cars dispatched to the scene managed 
to diffuse the crowd thoroughly. Although there were 
reports of minor trashing in the Puerto Rican area 
during the next three hours,nothing of riot proportions 
had been provoked ... yet. 

The CIA-LEAA found itself in a bind at this point. 
The entire night had passed without serious incident. 
The next 24 hours would be critical. If a self-generating 
riot was not underway by the end of Sept. 2 there would 
be no riot in Newark in the immediate period. 

Major MobUlzatlon 

Sept. 2, 1200 houn At this point a major mobilization' 
plan was activated in which every tired counterinsurgent 
in Newark was called upon to pull together his con
stituency. At 1200 hours Sept. 2 the Puerto Rican 
Socialist Party emerged clearly as the CIA-LEAA's latest 
acquisition in the city, with a soundtruck provoking 
Puerto Ricans to "wake up and fight back." Shortly 
before the scheduled City Hall meeting the PSP joined 
Baraka and RU in a demonstration and leaflet calling 
for a march to City Hall from the "Spirit House," 
Baraka's Central Ward headquarters. By then, the CIA 
clearly had decided to open up the Central Ward, an 
area that had been unaffected by events of the preceding 
day, but had been the center of riot activity in 1%7. The 
leaflet capitalized on the population's fear of the blatant 
police provocation and called community control of the 
LEAA and more self-policing. 

Sept. 2, 1500 houn By 1500 hours Sept. 2 the crowd 
outside City Hall had swelled to nearly a thousand. The 
CAP-RU-PSP marchers had begun minor trashing. 
Observers reported that undercover police (probably 
from the new LEAA-funded "decoy and disguise" 
squad) were sprinkled throughout the crowd. But again, 
the catalyzing development came from City Hall. 

In the negotiations themselves. the CIA was activating 
yet another layer of the countergang network. All the 
participants in the negotiations were familiar with 
another. At other times they had all worked together in 
overthrowing the Addonizio machine during the CIA's 
initial push into the citv. This time, however, the forces 
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\\ere to be divided. When Alphonso Roman and Ramon 
Rivera brought Baraka into the negotiations. Zambrano 
walked out of the meeting under orders from Gustav 
Heningburg. Playing on the petit bourgeois fears of 
middle-aged Puerto Ricans, Zambrano set up the 
Hispanic Emergency Council the same day. This func
tioned as a counter-negotiating body to the "rabble" 
represented by Baraka et al. Such planned diversions 
guaranteed that no satisfactory agreements or progress 
could come out of that day's meeting. 

Ramon Rivera, the highly unstable rabblerouser 
described by one close contact to be prone to violent 
outbursts of infantile rage when provoked, was 
dispatched to inform the crowd outside City Hall that for 
the second day negotiations had broken down. He told 
them that Gibson's behavior was an insult to everyone 
present. His final advice was calculated to catalyze every 
feeling of frustration and rage into a sense of profound 
impotence and a corollary desperate macho outburst. He 
said: "Go home and come back again tomorrow." 

Up until that, there had been little sign of uniformed 
police in or around the area of the demonstration, 
despite some trashing. The Tactkal (T AC) Squad had 
been mobilized around the corner in the Board of 
Education building, which also houses its central 
headquarters. On· sidestreets to the east and west of 
Broad Street, large numbers of police cars staffed by 
officers in riot gear were waiting .... 

As soon as the frustrated demonstrators moved in on 
the politicians leaving the meeting, the T AC squad came 
out through City Hall armed with shotguns. Once again 
the crowd was forced north on Broad Street. Police cars 
emerged from the sidestreets and formed a moving wall 
which forced the crowd (now trashing and looting) 
toward the North Ward and the location designated for 
the actual "riot." 

Sept. 2, 1630 hours One hour later ( 1630 hours), as the 
crowd reached the intersection of Broad Street and 
Bloomfield Avenue, a police ambush hit them on the 
front and on the right flank, forcing them to disperse in 
the general direction of the Columbus Homes Housing , 
Project (see map). 

The second major tactical objective in the Rockefeller 
riot plan had been realized. The demonstrators had been 
provoked to the point of actual rioting. But that in itself 
was not the key. The critical factor was forcing the crowd 
into its own neighborhood - and in particular, into the 
housing projects, where the disease of ghetto ideology is 
most destructive. Despite the fact that the Labor 
Committees had successfully prevented any community 
control operations (including the Hi-Impact Tenant 
Patrols) from establishing an organizational stronghold 
in the Columbus Homes, years of planning, massive 
amounts of funds to drug programs, community mental 
health clinics, police organizing, and brainwashing of 
street gangs took their toll. 
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The dispersal of the crowd into Columbus Homes was 
the beginning of a minor battIe between police ,and 
rioters which continued through most of the night. Six 
stores in the area were set on fire, rioters pelted police 
with heavy rocks, bottles, and so forth. The police 
responded by occupying positions in the courtyards and 
on the roofs of the projects. From that vantage point they 
fired into apartments. Residents reported to the Labor 
Committees that they spent the night on the floor 
dodging police bullets. 

With the exception of the Labor Committees, the 
residents of the area,and the police, no one is aware that 
by early morning Sept. 3, the riot had ended. This fact 
has been concealed at precisely that moment the next 
element in the Rockefeller arsenal was mobilized: a 
nexus of news services and rumor networks which 
created a smokescreen of false and exaggerated reports 
aimed at fanning dying flames in Newark and, more 
significantly, fanning the flames the CIA-LEAA was 
igniting in Boston, Baltimore and other cities. 

CIA Press Agents 

Sept. 3, 100 hours At 1000 hours Sept. 3, WCBS began 
the press barrage by reporting that whites were being 
pulled out of their cars and beaten in the area of 

. Columbus Homes. The Star Ledger, the only daily 
newspaper in Newark, gave major coverage to a press 
conference held by Anthony Imperiale in which he 
declared that all firebombers should be shot. 
Rockefeller's primary mouthpiece, the New York Times, 

gave front-page coverage to the rioting and editorially 
called the events of Newark just the beginning of a new 
wave of explosions destined to hit every major city in the 
country. 

In an interview given extensive radio coverage, 
"Reverend" Alphonso Roman announced that the newly 
formed Peoples Coalition Against Repression and Police 
Brutality had received no satisfaction from Gibson. 
Leaders of this countergang were listed as Roman, 
Ramon Rivera, Baraka, and Sigfredo Carrion of the 
Puerto Rican Socialist Party. 

Sept. 3, 2000 hours By 2000 hours, rumor networks 
had been activated in every part of th city. Earlier in the 
day, Heningburg had set up the Hispanic Emergency 
Council as the countergang to the Roman group. Its first 
action had been to set up a rumor hot-line operating out 
of the YMCA. The word passing through the North 
Ward via police radios (which are well monitored by 
residents there) was that gangs of youth armed with guns 
were coming into the city from New York. 
Despite this effort to incitement, only sporadic looting 
and gunfire were reported in the Columbus Homes area 
throughout the night of Sept. 3. 
Sept. 4 Sept. 4 another �iefuint of psychological 

warfare was introduced simultaneous with the ac
celeration of stories cmanating out of the rumor nct-



works. For the first time.food stamps were withheld from 
the mail at a number of welfare centers in Newark, in
cluding the center servicing the residents of Columbus 
Homes. In shi counterinsurgency manual Low Intensity 
Operations, Frank Kitson had discussed at length the 
withholding of food as a key element in any program of 
population control. This tactic was applied in Newark as 
a means of heating up a situation that had obviously 
ebbed. 

Sept. 4, 1600 houn During the early afternoon rumors 
of another major intervention into the City Council 
meeting proved false. At 1600 hours the Labor Com
mittees received a report that police in the area of 
Columbus Homes had been telling local residents that 
Mayor Gibson had given the orders to shoot to kill. It 
was at such a point in the 1967 riots - after the 
"spontaneous" eruption had ended - that the police 
terror riot began which resulted in more than 20 deaths 
and hundreds of injuries. 
Sept. 4, 1900 houn By 1900 hours organizers in Labor 
Committee briefing networks indicated that people in 
Columbus Homes were not falling for this most recent 
police provocation, but that fears over a possible police 
riot were creating a tense atmosphere. The LEAA then 
began a direct provocation. Police were ordered to seal 
Columbus Homes - using several cars with shotguns in 
plain view. Another force moved into the project itself, 
driving residents off sidewalks and out of playgrounds 
into the buildings. The operation was carried out with 
military precision with no forewarning or justification. 

Forty-five minutes later, the police just as suddenly 
withdrew to their positions on Seventh Avenue. Labor 
Committee reconnaisance teams reported groups of 
police, with their riot helmets off, laughing and joking 
with a group of Latin youth down the street from 
Columbus Homes. 

As these maneuvers were being conducted, in an 
adjacent section of the North Ward false reports over the 
police radio claimed that gangs of Latin youth were 
mobilizing. Throughout the night false reports sent 
police cars screaming through the entire city. No further 
incidents were confirmed. 

With the failure of the Sept. 4 seal operation to touch 
off new violence, the Rockefeller forces decided to 
consolidate their gains through national press scares 
without abandoning the option of reactivating riot 
contingencies in Newark itself. 

Countergangs on Stage 

The withholding of food stamps built up an un
dercurrent of new frustration that was not immediately 
tapped. Sept. 6, U.S. Labor Party-Labor Committee 
organizers encountered an angry crowd of 200 outside a 

food stamp center near Columbus Homes. Most in
dividuals in the crowd were enraged, but clearly not 
ready to riot. None of the Rockefeller agents responsible 
for activating the three-day outburst were deployed to 
the scene to provoke the crowd. 

Sept. 7 Countergangs were deployed in other parts of 
the city. Both Baraka-RU-PSP and the Progressive 
Labor Party (PLP) countergang issued leaflets calling for 
separate demonstrations Saturday, Sept. 7, in the 
downtown area. Praising the "fighting spirit" of the 
Puerto Rican community, flailing out at police brutality 
- both leaflets were openly provocative. An un
confirmed rumor that the Hispanic Emergency Com
mittee was building for the PLP rally made the rounds. 

On Saturday only one rally took place. The Baraka 
group cancelled theirs for lack of a permit. A pathetic 
crew of 10- 12 PLPers surrounded by a massive police 
barricade lectured each other for an hour. WCBS gave 
the rally nationwide coverage and reported falsely that 
Mayor Gibson had been a speaker. This press move was 
designed to clarify to Baraka's group its expendable 
position if it stepped out of line rather than to provide 
further provocation. 

EpUogue 

At this writing, further demonstrations are being set 
up in Newark, keeping open the possibility of further 
rioting there. In Boston the school desegregation issue 
has already resulted in several skirmishes between 
demonstrators and the police. 

The Progressive Labor Party is being deployed again 
in the Boston plan. The same network of poverty pimps, 
LEAA operatives and zombie countergangs exposed as 
the conspiracy which incited three days of race war in

· 

Newark is being used there. In every other city in the 
country, the same Rockefeller network stands poised to 
carry out whatever marching orders come down from the 
cabal hierarchy. There is no escaping the fact that these 
are dangerous criminals - potential mass murderers 
every one. To stand idly by as they attack the continental 
working class is criminal conspiracy. 

After reading this report no excuse remains for' 
ignorance. Law enforcement officials have clear iden
tification of criminals to arrest. Journalists must launch 
an immediate public investigation into the controlled 
race wars being activated across North America by 
RockefeIler's Anglo-American SS. Silence on this issue 
cannot be maintained by anyone who retains· a shred of 
moral integrity. 
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